
More companies stay private longer and have more complicated Capitalization 
Tables. Private companies choose to issue shares directly to their investors 
and  employees, raise money and award their employees. This is the new way 
of sharing a company’s stock rather than going through an IPO.

Since there is a worldwide increase of incorporated companies, our CapTable 
solution is increasingly in high demand.

Eqvista helps clients with their CapTable as more startups stay private longer 

and have more complicated Capitalization Tables.

COMPLETE GUIDE TO CAP TABLE
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https://eqvista.com/shareholders-cap-table/introduction-to-cap-table/
https://eqvista.com/shareholders-cap-table/introduction-to-cap-table/
https://eqvista.com/services/
https://eqvista.com/shareholders-cap-table/cap-table-complete-guide/




issue and manage company shares

Eqvista is a CapTable integrated system which helps you in minimizing 
costs using automation, applying accounting standards, as well as sharing 
and utilizing the compliance tools built into the system. It is a cloud-based 
equity management system, and you can log in from any device, share your 
CapTable with shareholders and assign them different roles (investor, founder, 
employee or law firm).

eqvista provides

 Managing your CapTable in the cloud   
 and share with all relevant parties

 Issuing electronic stock

 Maintaining your equity ledger

 Managing all equity accounting    
 standards

 Performing waterfall analysis

 Offering personalized shareholder    
 portals

 Creating ESOP (Employees Stock Option Plan), supporting  both RSU & RSA

 Creating, managing and instantly applying your Vesting Plans to   
 shareholders

 Supporting all types of Convertible instruments; convertible    
 notes, KISS (500 Startups), SAFE (by Y Combinator), etc.

 Creating, managing and converting Options and Warrants to stocks
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https://eqvista.com/
https://eqvista.com/shareholders-cap-table/cap-table-complete-guide/
https://eqvista.com/shareholders-cap-table/cap-table-complete-guide/
https://eqvista.com/resources/issue-electronic-shares/
https://eqvista.com/employee-shares/best-type-situation-for-stock-options/
https://eqvista.com/terminology/kiss/
https://eqvista.com/terminology/safe/
https://eqvista.com/terminology/stock-options/
https://eqvista.com/terminology/warrants/
https://app.eqvista.com/register
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experience managing your company shares on intuitive app

smart application
Our app has different built-in algorithms to secure over-issuing or neglecting 
any financial operations. Eqvista supports bulk shareholder management 
operation, issuing shares in one transaction, so you can issue shares from 

different equity classes in one click.

waterfall
Our top product is the most powerful Waterfall analysis on the market. You 
can see all the important details in one place. We also offer different variables 
which display an extensive overview of the company equity. 

payouts of the share class and share holders 
By putting in your exit value for the company, you can easily see the total 
payout of the company per share class and shareholder.
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https://eqvista.com/shareholders-cap-table/shareholders-share-structure/
https://eqvista.com/shareholders-cap-table/shareholders-share-structure/
https://eqvista.com/waterfall-analysis/
https://eqvista.com/shareholders-cap-table/shareholders-share-structure/
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investor preference analysis
The most complex calculations happen in the preference share exit rounds. 
Our system analyzes these preference exit rounds and goes through multiple 
layers of review to calculate the best payout for investors. This will give you 
confidence that you are getting the most out of your investment. We also 
breakdown each round so you can independently review each calculation.

exit modeling and cap table comparison
Our  waterfall  modeling also shows you the comparison of the payout for the 
exit modeling, and the original cap table of the company. You can then see 
how each share class and shareholder is affected, and possible dilution of 
their shareholdings upon exit.

breakdown of the exit rounds
Not only does our advanced waterfall analysis tools calculate the exit rounds, 
we show you the breakdown of each round for each share class. Our analysis 
will give you a step up on reviewing the exit rounds of the company, whereas 
other models only show the ending total payout. This allows you to better 
confirm the details of the exit rounds.

round modeling
Financial models are created to portray some of or all the aspects of a 
business. The financing round modeling tool allows you to model new preferred 
financing rounds to understand the impact it will have on the company‘s 
capitalization structure. 

https://eqvista.com/types-of-company-funding/different-type-of-investors/
https://eqvista.com/types-of-company-funding/different-type-of-investors/
https://eqvista.com/shareholders-cap-table/cap-table-complete-guide/
https://eqvista.com/shareholders-cap-table/shareholders-share-structure/
https://eqvista.com/services/round-modeling/
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product development
Our team of developers are adding more functions on a monthly basis as 
needed. Eqvista is working to help transform how modern businesses are 
built and run.

technology 
We use the most current technology to provide dependable industrial practice 
and security. We will continually work to develop our system and keep you up 
to date with any new developments.

cap table case studies
Case studies are one of the most powerful things for understanding How to 
Issue and manage company shares.

CAP TABLE CASE STUDIES & RESOURCES

https://eqvista.com/eqvista-captable-roadmap/
https://eqvista.com/about-us/
https://eqvista.com/cap-table-case-studies/
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We support both electronic shares 
[Uncertificated share] and 

digital/paper [Certificated share]



Try out our Eqvista App, it is all online!

www.eqvista.com

https://app.eqvista.com/register

